
          Is your school teaching in the 
21st Century

but cleaning in the past?

Teaching
THEN

Cleaning
NOWTHEN

NOW



Better dust                

containment, bendable 

wand conforms to        

surfaces, longer reach

Better dust               

containment, eliminates 

dust mop treatment, fi ts 

existing frames

More effi cient.                

Effective, ergonomic 

and sanitary

No cross                        

contamination,                 

no redepositing soil, 

mops stay fresh         

longer, less water and             

chemical used 

Safer, more effi cient,      

effective, ergonomic 

and sanitary

                                Traditional                          NuFiber

     Task                      Tools                                   Tools                        Advantages

High Dusting

Dust Mopping

Cleaning             

Cafeteria 

Tables

Floor 

Mopping 

Above-Floor 

Classroom 

Cleaning

Feather and poly wool 

dusters

Treated cotton or blended 

dust mops

Top bucket with rag, or 

spray/wipe

Single cavity bucket/   

wringer with cotton or         

cotton blended mops 

Top bucket with rag, 

sponge, or spray/wipe

High duster kit

Microfi ber untreated dust 

mop

Pretreat system

Microfi ber mops with         

divided or double bucket 

Pretreat system

STOP thinking of micro� ber only in terms of cleaning cloths! 

To learn more, simply scan this QR code with your smart device to see brief and informative instructional 

videos of all these activities. 

Or contact us directly at NuFiber@nuancesolutions.com or 800.621.8553 and ask for Customer Service. 

We will be happy to answer your questions, or even arrange for a live demonstration at your facility. 

offers the latest innovations in cleaning tools designed to enhance your 
cleaning results. Every cleaning task in a school is made easier, more 
ergonomic and effective when compared to traditional methods and tools. 

Here is a brief comparison chart to compare traditional tools and methods to advanced microfi ber equipment:

Start saving time, money and effort while improving cleaning results and the school environment using this 
advanced technology. 



Durable, adjustable aluminum telescopic 
handle for mopping; 60”   

Tab frame with swivel, collapsible for               
touch-free operation; 16” x 5”   

Blue Tab Mop; 18” (Also available in Green, 
Yellow and Red)     

Pocket Frame for touch-free operation; 16”x5” 

Blue Pocket Mop for general cleaning; 18” 
(Also available in green, yellow and red for 
specialized cleaning)    

Jaw clamp handle for NuFiber tube mops; 60” 

NuFiber large blue tube mop (Available in 
various colors and sizes to meet any needs) 

Divided Bucket with down press wringer 

Large capacity double bucket for mopping 
large areas 

NFTH40ALEA 

NFTF18BLEA 

NFTM18BLEA

NFPF18EA
 

NFPM18BLEA 

NFJH40YLEA 

NFSMBLEA 

NFDB05GYEA 

NFDBT2GYEA 

 

Floor Cleaning Tools

Pretreat Bucket for pocket mops and pads 

Chemical Mixing Bucket to properly measure 
solution for pretreatment   

Yellow Bucket with lid and tamp tray, 18” 
pocket frame, telehandle and six each white 
microfi ber pocket mops    

NFSB06BLEA 

NFMB02BLEA 

NFFLFINKIT 



High Duster Kit with fl ex frame, extension 
handle, NuFiber duster sleeve and NuFiber 
chenille sleeve  
  

Adapter for 18’ High Duster pole extension 
   
High Duster 18’ High Duster pole extension 
   

Clip-on Dust Mop handle   
 
18” Dust Mop with blue backing                                       

24” Dust Mop with red backing                                                    

36” Dust Mop with green backing                                            

48” Dust Mop with yellow backing                                                    

60” Dust Mop with blue backing                                           

72” Dust Mop with red backing   
 

18” Dust Mop frame                                                            

24” Dust Mop frame                                                               

36” Dust Mop frame                                                                   

48” Dust Mop frame                                                          

60” Dust Mop frame                                                         

72” Dust Mop frame    

   

NFDUSTKIT 

NFXTADEA 

NFTH18ALEA 

NFDMHANDEA 

NFDM18BLEA     

NFDM24RDEA    

NFDM36GREA    

NFDM48YLEA      

NFDM60BLEA     

NFDM72RDEA     

NFDMFR18EA               

NFDMFR24EA                

NFDMFR36EA                                 

NFDMFR48EA                             

NFDMFR60EA                                    

NFDMFR72EA 

Tools for Dusting

Durable, adjustable aluminum telescopic 
handle for mopping and wall washing; 60” 
   
Wall wash frame with swivel, for NuFiber pads 

   
Hand trowel with handle  for NuFiber pads 
  
NuFiber pad for hand trowel to clean desks, 
white boards and smart boards, and for wall 
wash heads; 10”, Available in Blue or White 
  

Mini Sealed Bucket for pretreating pads and 
mops 
 
 
Blue NuFiber cloth for general purpose            
cleaning; 16” x 16”, (Also available in green, 
yellow and red for specialized cleaning 
needs) 
   
NuFiber Glass Cleaning Cloth for refl ective 
surfaces; 16”x16”    

NFTH40ALEA 

NFWW08BLEA 

NFHT08BLEA 

NFPD10BLEA 

NFSB03BLEA 

NFCL16BUEA 

NFCL16BLEA 

Above-Floor Cleaning Tools
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